Installation guide for 4 PLUS Screen.
IMPORTANT- The thread / weave of the screen is made from PET material and are semi
bonded together and can separate if not handled with care. If you encounter threads that have
separated from each other, simply rub your finger lightly over the area, back and forth, in a fast
motion, and this will correct the positioning.

Re-Meshing


Remove Spline and existing fly screen.



Lay the frame on a flat surface and drape the mesh over it.



Cut the mesh allowing at least 2 inch overlap from the outside edge on all four sides the frame.



Spline- We recommend using Foam Spline. You can purchase this directly from a screening
company. Otherwise try your local hardware store. PVC spline can also be used, but you may have
to heat the Spline in hot water to make it more pliable so it is easier to manipulate, especially, if you
are installing the mesh if the weather is cold.



SIZE of Spline- can be the same size as your Spline Slot.



Start about 90mm from the corner and at the opposite end to the one that has the extra allowances
for stretching.



Use the spline roller to press the spline into the slot. It is important to align screen material straight.



After completing one end, stretch the mesh slightly whilst at the same time inserting the spline into the
second continuous side.



For the 3rd and 4th Side, pre-roll the groove with the spline roller, before rolling the spline into the slot.
This will help with the installation.



Trim the excess with a Sharp Stanley knife.

If you are thinking to hire a professional installer, we are more than happy to talk to them on your
behalf to give them a run down on the installation beforehand.

Cleaning & Maintenance
Use a mild pH-neutral detergent and wipe the screens gently with a microfiber glove and use low
pressure water to wash or rinse if needed. We recommend cleaning the screens at least twice a year.
Before Pollen Peak Season and After Pollen Peak Season.

